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ABSTRACT
The absorption of a beam of 811 5A radiation by a
striated A: ^on glow discharge was exai ined to determine the
population density of metastable excited atoms in t.ie
discharge. Difficulty in obtaining an irradiating beam of
sufficient intensity precluded reportable results. The re-
emission characteristics of the same discharge were examined
extensively for the same reason. Lack of reportable results
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Earlier Theoretical and Experimental Work
(1)
Since first reliably reported in the 1920 ! s,
moving striations have been the object of no small amount of
investigation and theorization.
Early investigations of striations concerned
themselves with measurements of frequency, velocity and
wavelength. The rotating mirror and photo-cells were used
as the primary investigative tools and the results were com-
pared with oscillograms of tube potential and tube current.
The really first significant attempt to probe the
mysteries of moving striations was reported by Pupp in 1933
(2)
and 193*+» Pupp concluded that moving striations and anode
oscillations were independent phenomena and that moving
striations were produced within the positive column. Of
far greater import, however, was Fupp's technique of prevent-
ing anode oscillations by setting up an auxiliary discharge
at the anode,
(3)
In 19*+9 Loeb offered the suggestion that the
cathode was the seat of oscillations waich might initiate
striations. W. P. Allis theorized in 1950 that moving
striations were caused by a buildup of metastable atoms in
the anode spots followed by an increased ionization rate
and a space charf e layer w .ich moved awav from the anode.
(5)
Also in 1950 I enty reported on his studies of the
mete stable Pp level in Mercury. He explained the increased

tube potential, the increased 2537A intensity and suppressed
moving striations as resrlts of destroying metastable atoms
with resonant radiation. This suggests that striations in
unbuffered kercury discharges are associated with a two-
step ionization process. Such a sugi estion was formalized
(6)
by Donohue and Dieke in 1951 to explain a 20 jxs phase lag
in excitation of the 2537A and V358A lines in moving stria-
tions in l.ercury.
(6)
In this same paper Donohue and Dieke concluded
that negative striations originate in the negative glow
region near the cathode and are triggered by approaching
positive striations. The positive striations were supposed
to have been caused by a buildup of a cloud of ions near the
anode wJ ich was released simultaneously with the occurance of
a maximum of tube potential. Perhaps 'most important from
this only slightly historical vantage point was the belief
of Donohue and Dieke that moving striations and oscillations
were normally present in the positive column of the inert gas
and l.ercury discharges (within limited ranges of currents and
pressures) and that lack of t em was to be viewed as an
exception to the rule. They further suggest that moving
striations have a principal role in sustaining the glow dis-
(7)
charge. In papers pub] shed in 1951 and 19 f2 Zaitsev concluded
that, contra:; to :upp, anode oscillations and moving stria-
tions were not necessarily independent phenomena but that
anode oscillations could establish striations. He further

offered the suggestion that any oscillation might initiate
moving striations and that oscillations occurred naturally
in the cathode and anode ends of the positive column.
(8)
In 1952 Gordeev postulated that both positive and
negative striations were a direct res It of electron oscill-
ations. The positive striations were said to be initiated by
electrons being accelerated in the anode fall region while
negative striations were reflections of the positive striations
off the cat.iode or cathode glow*
(9)
keissner and filler in 1953 published the results
of t.ieir investigations in He, V.e
,
A and Xe* The effect of
resonant radiation on tube potential in these gases oorro-
(5)
borates the effects noted earlier by 1 enty in Kercuryo In
(10)
195^ fekarek reported, in one of a long series of papers,
the proposal that there exists in a positive column "waves
of stratification" which originate in the cathode region.
These, he says, are links in an interesting feedback mech-
anism which connects striations, anode oscillations, waves
of stratification and cathode disturbances. In another of
(11)
his series of -npers .ie adds evidence to this thesis,
(13)
In 1955 Watana be and Cleson undertook to examine
the positive column theoretically. They concluded that
travelling waves of positive ion and electron density can
exist in the column. They are careful not to identify these
as striations. , .obertson presented in 1957 his theory of
ins strj Dns, the theory which prompted this author { s

investigation. Robertson's theory is the first theoretical
mathematical treatment which specifically includes the meta-
stable states, Robertson bases the treatment on continuity
considerations for positive ions, electrons and metastable
atoms. He considers a longitudinally uniform, axially sym-
metric plasma which can be excited by s. ne outside source.
He shows that for the spatially uniform plasma a large con-
centration of metastable atoms is needed for instability to
appear, Further, when variations in metastable concentrations
are ignored, travelling charge density waves, similar to those
(13)
of V/atanabe and Oleson, can be predicted and when all diffu-
sion is ignored travelling density waves moving in either
direction can be predicted. The direction of travel depends
upon production and loss processes, This last is in con.ron-
(15)
ance with the results of Rademacher and V/ojaczek who show
also that a disturbance in the positive column propagates
more readily toward anode than cathode. In 1958 in a fur-
(12)
ther paper en his series Pakarek concludes that negative
striations involve a single step ionization process while
positive striations arc: tied-up with multi-step ionization
ocesses. This latter seems to support the earlier sug-
(6)
gestions of Donohue and Dieke.
(16)
In I960 Cooper reported that moving striations
could be synchronized with and seemingly driven by external
oscillations over a range of frequencies. Hakeem and
(17) (18)
Robertson in I960 and again in 1961 reported on their work
k

in the alkali vapors, The results, viewed against the back-
ground of knowledge to that date, led them to conclude in the
latter paper that the existence of striations requires the
existence of r.-.ctastable levels and that in view of this
(1*0
Robertson's earlier theory could be profitably polished.
It should be noted that through the years many authors
have attempted to explain moving striations from a cause and
effect point of view which has led the mass of them to consider
some sort of oscillation or perturbation of the positive column
as the initiator of striations. These treatments, if carried
to t .e limit of steady state oving striations eventually re-
quire repetitive plasma perturbations which d not have firm
junding in experiment. Before jumping to the Robertsc
theory which has oscillations as a result rather than a require-
ment it will be well to mention that the plasma oscillations
are still being studied extensively. Significant results are
sparse but enco rael^ as evidenced by two recent reports from
19-20
.
Stanford University which show good correlation between theory
and experiment for R.F. oscillations in the plasma sheath.
1 . 2 TILj GLOW PIS:.: [ LEGE
The idealized and much to be desired glow discharge
is shown in Fig. 1. Glow discharges characteristically occur
when disc .arge pressures are below a few centimeters Mercury
but can be sustained at lo^/e, assures Depending upon the
tube length and applied potential difference, there is a
pressure below which the positive column ceases to exist
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as such and the negative glow and Faraday darl space fill
nearly the entire volume of the tube. Such a low pressure
discharge is of no interest In this paper,,
The areas marled as darl; spaces in Fig e 1 are not
to be c. nsidered as devoid of all light. As shown in the
intensity profile, the light becomes considerably less intense
but never to blackness. Light emitted by the positive column
is characteristic of the gas in the discharge and of the
excitation conditions. Air is a salmon color (although the
negative glow is blue), Argon is reddish purple and I reon is
very intensely red-orange. Color was probably the key factor
in selecting ITeon for the very early Neon advertising signs.
The glow discharge discussed above is upset some-
times by the existence of striations (Fig 2)„ These are
defined as regions of intense light bordered by relative dark-
ness; the entirety of which are contained in the positive
column. This definition does not include the various dark
spaces and glows associated with the cathode or anode*
Striations fall into two main classes and two sub-classes.
The main classes are "standing" and "moving" depending en-
tirely upon t : ie state of motion of the striation. The sub-
classes of moving striations are "positive" and "negative";
positive being those which travel from anode to cathode
while the negative striations move just the other way©
Standing striations appear to be fuzzy spherical regions






the tube. Under certain conditions they v/ill assume a part-
spherical shape so that when viewed through the side of the
tube they appear crescent shaped (Fig e 2-b). Cylindrical and
other shapes are unknown.
Loving striations are not generally seen with the
nal.ed eye but are viewed with a rotating mirror or an oscil-
loscope-photomultiplier tube combination, A typical oscillo-
scope trace is si. etched in Fig. 3» Loving positive striations
-1
are typically repetitive at 800 to 1500 sec c with velocities of
60 to 100 meters per second and longitudinal separations of
five to fifteen centimeters. Negative striations are less
commonly encountered, more difficult to detect and of no
interest in this work. No further description of these will
be given.
It is to be noted here that the unstriated glow
discharge is an excellent vehicle for the study of plasma
properties and that better understanding of striations nay
lead to a sir pie scheme for suppressing them. If so, then
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. te vacuum system sketched in Fig c k was designed
and constructed by A, ./. Cooper in 1959c It is composed, in
the main, of a Welch fore pump, a Consolidated Vacuum Corpora-
tion oil diffusion pump, a baKeable high vacuum valve and two
gas bottles. The entire assembly is plagued with large volun.es
and sharp corners but offers the advantages of • ! e chang-
ing and bakeout; advantages much needed by the many neophyte
researchers who h^ve > sed them.
Pressures in the syste below one micron were
measured by Consolidated Jlectrcdynamics Corporation ioniza-
tion gauge type GIC-100 coupled to the CEC sensing element
GIC-001. Pressures above one-tent^i millimeter Mercury were
measured by a U-shaped manometer filled with Octcil-S (one
meter Octoil-S equals 6.72 centimeters Mercury)« Pressures
between these ranges were of no interest.
2.2 Discharge Tubes
In the course of this investigation several dis-
charge tubes were constructed for several purposes The
in discharge tube is sketched in Fig e 5» The side arm
electrodes of t^iis tube were used during all observations
and the side arms themselves were blackened well with sooto
The use of Tupp's anodes in all electrode assemblies is to
permit use of either end of the tube as cathode, thereby

























































The upper and lower irradiating tubes are shown
in Figures 6 and 7« The lower tube is a straight tube
v th simple wound filaments sc constructed as to permit very
high currents. The upper tube, also straight, differs from
the lower in that one electrode assembly is formed with an
oxide coated cathcde. e very copious electron emission
from such a cat lode forms a cloud cf electrons around the
cat.icde and hence forms a virtual cathode at t .e cloud This
virtual cathode prevents t e very high damage and heating
usually experienced when wound tungsten cat s are sub-
jected to large scale positive ion bombardment <, Neither
of the irradiating tubes were co red for Fupp : s anode
operation and both were operated at above the critical cur-
rent for striations. In neither tube did the anode oscil-
lations extend sufficiently far into the positive column to
interfere with the experiment.
One other irradiating tube was constructed as
a part of this investigation. T:is tube, sketched in Fig,
8, was to be literallv wrapped around the rain discharge
(21)
tube as suggested by 1 ischl e and Schmidt, to provide localized
illumination of that discharge. A full explanation of the
purpose o this trbe will be given in section 3<2°3<> Suf-
fice it to say that initiating a dc discharge in such a .
tube c nfigurati n is difficult and. that once begun, the
o. s charge could not be operated at the v high current



















Since clean tubes and pure discharges go iand in
d, the follow: ocedure was used to purge the tubes
as well as eculd be done. Each tube was attached to a
separate pur. ping system and placed under vacuu... or 12 or
. ere hours. lile still under vacuum the anode strips
were heated by induction and left a bright red for several
minutes. During this same tire the filaments were heated
to a brilliant unite by applying 60 cycle current to them.
After cleaning tie electrode assemblies, the tube was wrapped
with Electrothermal tape and allowed to bate under vacuum
for 2h hours o: more. As a final step before tra tsfer tc
the experimental vacuum, system, an Argon disc e was ignited
in the tube and the :ube pumped until the discharge was
extinguis ed. On co pleting three such discharge-pump
cycles tie tube was illed with Argon to about one-t'iird
sric pressure and then vented through a Drierite
bottle to atmospheric pressure. Transfer to the experi-
.tal system was now acco, plished,
2.3 Qi-!:.] ; ; i ; ;
2,3*1 -o ochromator
The monochromator used in t is investigation is
a Baird Associates one meter grating monochromator fitted
with a Baird Associates beam splitter. Tie grating is
blazed for maximur transmission in the 35,OOOA to If5,000A
region correspondi
,
to the fiftJ order of diffraction of
the wavelengths f interest. Slits of 25 micron and 75
17

micron width were available. T e 75 mic] en slits were
cicsen tc provide greater illuu . ion tc the photo: ulti-
plier tube fitted to the output of the monochromatorc The
75 micron slits are capable of resolution of + 3A. Such
resolution is nearly the limit obtainable on the mono en o-
mator so that no meaningful increase in selectivity could
be gotten with narrower slits.
Tie ono chroma tor is fitted with a *f-dial counter as
an arbitra: positioning t e ."rating. It was
determined that the monochromator so fitted ias wavelenrt l
as a linear function of dial reading, the relationship being
The selectivity is then
or more precisely tc account for the order of diffraction,
dX - 30 A/
cLD " m lQ ^-
Since the dial could be read only to the whole






Undoubtedly the most critical of all equipments
us: • s the photomultiplier tube which detected outputs
fro, t le monochromator. Physically, t ;e PM tube was mounted
on the beam splitter at tie output slit of the monochromator
as shown in Fig. 9. The bear splitter is so configured that
case which enclosed the FM tube could be screwed onto
the beam splitter. The FM tube use ' w; s tie RCA 7102
selected because its spectral sensitivity is . aximized in
region of interest (see Fig. 10).
The u voltage to the PL tube came at first from
a high voltage electronic supply and later from a grc up of
three 300 volt dry batteries connected in series,, As had
been suspected, the electronic power supply ripple voltage
rendered the FM tube unusable at the low intensities avail-
able fro t :e main discharge tube. With the batter;- pack,
the sensitivity of the M tube is limited only by the dark
current noise and the light noise. The darl current noise
is due tc thermionic emission of electrons from the photo-
cathode when the photocathode is at temperatures above zero
degrees I elvin. Light noise is the random release of elec-
trons froj the photocathode due te incident photons and is
proportional to t ie square root of light intensity The
darl current noise can be lowered by refrigerating the FM
tube but there is no way of reducing light noise given that
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Dhe signal to noise ratio is of great interest
- t .is expeririiG it because of t i ver; low t .cf ies in-
volved, le signal to noise ratio is related to t ie photo-
ca ur: : le equa bio.;
" a a
:'i is ie light ..t, i^ is the dark current, &£ is
-
e is the electronic charge. It is readily
seen that for i-j >> i^ the signal to noise ratio increases
wit J re root of the 3 lich increases.,
ii]
,
. squ re root ie incident intensity,
Accor ly, to ble the signal to noise ratio requires a
fifteenfold incre n the incident intensity. This point
i be discussed in more detail in section k.
In or( wei - ] cui rent, the I ube
was inserted into a refrigerator container in an effort to
;e the phot < ;ej . Details of the con-
coat Ln Fig. 11. h the container
not be ev< a: desired, it did reduce the photo-
lar] jun ; elow i Jtec Le level g 900
: tube and the ;.3ciir.uL. aa.pli icetion setting





te circuit schematics fo: the discharge tubes
and the Hi tube are n in Pig, 12, The tube ballasts
shown were all tigh - ..t (500 to 1 f i illiaj pere)
wire wounc : ssisto: . Tbose shown an variable were either
slide wire (for below 500 millia .peree) or heavy .--ecstat
type. - le oscilloscope is the tebtronix 536 scope which
admits pin:, in units bot . the ho: izontal and vertical
sweej s,
11 s except t^.ose o~2 . I tube were
measured by VTVI v/ith high (11 megohm) input impedance ere
all cu: rents we] e . : rured by Weston current meters or
app] opi i. be n e.
2,5 Kisc Hi jo's ec i :nt
• he - : i vesti ation, sn C y spectrum
tubes, clamps, a s] . broscope, various sorts or lenses and
mirrors i pieces of equipment vj used. These were
obtai: the Optics Laboratory a the Postgrad ate
School an
. s coj i only .round ip such labs, No further













































3. : ,.- . i v- :t3
The significant inv ttj e £ rts were three
in number, two in direct support of this paper and tne third
to attempt to corroborate a phe-.c; enon described by hcbertson.
These will be discussed in reverse order.
3,1 Discharge Ti be Potential
In private c( . nication to A. '. Cooper, Robertson
has described a phenomenon observed by in clew discharges.
he arranged to illuminate c ' section of a discharge
with light :h a second discharge - 3 he made t e location
of s c iliumin along positj coin. . a variable.
he noted that the potential difference across the illuminated















Since t e -around tul u s available for
localized illu in; bion, Cooper suggested an attempt to
corroborate t c- existence of this phenomenon. Several
attempts were made with the illuminated ma n discharge
runnin ; r carious currents below 50 milliamperes but
no cap:. ges in tube potential could be obtained.
Since the wrap-around tu e had to be run on ac
rather t an or. dc ce t e sources of ac available
were of rather lo" current capacity it is suspected that
the lac] suits is due to a lac] f intensit, of il-
lumination. I Tc . pts wer 3 e to run the wrap-around
tube on dc or which high current sources could be gotten
:::' ze it been earlier determined that potent: als in
excess of 12 Its dc were required a d these were not
v
. ivailable.
3.2 Determination or i.etastable Populations
3.2.1 Theoretical Introduction
The theoretical treat' ent given to striations
(1
by Robertson does, b; that author's own admission, suffer
fro t le use of small perturbation theory and lack of de-
pendable data on the time rate of ionization and excitation
of the ( rge atoms. In a late: worl co-aut lored with
(li )
Hakeem in 1961 Iiobertso.. concludes that the depej deuce
of str:' tj ns on populations of metastatic levels is so
clearl; monstrated t .a a more polished theory might be
worthwhile to attempt. It was to this end that i ishcie and

(21)
and Schmidt attempted to determine metastable populations
in 1962. y same determination was attempted in
this investigation.
There are basicall two techniques for determining
the populations of a level. Either ore observes the amount
2 light emitted by atom: when transiting from that level
tc sec lower level (for example, 1: d state) or one
c 1 serves trie attenuation of a beam cf radiation as it passes
through th gion where i are populating sore level.
The attenuation is then a measure of the number of trans-
itions 01 t c the level and hence/is a measure of the popula-
tion o~ that level. Loth techniques were attempted as part
of this investigation.
Fig. 1 L- s lows sc e of the ransitions associated
wit. : e etastJ Le - .' .. 1 . As c: seen, ir-
radiat;
.
•:. th the single wavelength 8115A induces a tran-
sition fro., the metastable ^S-j 2 level tc the ^23 level fro.
which level there is only one possible path, namely bad to
t te ^S-^2 level. Accc 3 "ly, in the presence of radiation,
the e will be a momenta. disturbae.ee of t ie level popula-
tions bet t ese will quid ly return to their former values,
3uch a transiti n which \ '.: not disturb the populations
should not disturb t ie striations if striatioi s are strongly
dependent c. s . e mechanism directly involving the metastable
level". It is for this reason that 8115A is a desirable




Optical Transitions Associated with the Argon I












3.2.2 f i;;. :* o I c nj
lishcle's and Schmidt's technique for measuring
the effect of radiation on striations is basically sound.
Their schei : shown in Fig. 15 was simpl to observe two
locations in the discharge which were separated by one stri-
ation v. velc : . - e two FM tube signals \'/e:.- : e then can-
celled in a differential preamplifier and the preamplifier
output was displayed on an oscilloscope. By balancing the
II, tube signals exactly with no irradiation a d then ir-
radiating at one of the observation points an itioral
emission of the interesting wavelengths could be determined
since t le II tube signals at the differential preamplifiers
would be different. This scheme requires matched monochro-
mators and nearly matched EM tubes. Since only a single
monochromator was available and their efforts to construct
a second met with failure, they were unable to report any
results.
le approach here differs i several ways from
Mischke's and Schmidt's. In this investigation (see I?ig. 16),
the ain discharge is illuminated .igh current
illuminating discharge through a narrow bandpcss filter.
Having only one monochromatc the: . w s no need for t e
differential preamplifier or second 21. tube. The PM tube
was refrigerated for this experiment to reduce dark cur-
rent noise and t monochromator was fitted with narrower











Fig. 15* Equipment Arrangement for the Emission Technique
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with narrower slits, the cold EM tube and a b-tteiy pack
for the PK tube, the very tiny changes which should occur
in the emission of the 811 5A line could be detected.
In the experiment, the main discharge was run at
various currents from i;o milliair.peres (the lower limit of
phototube detection) to the power supply maximum of 5'00
milliamperes and at pressures from 0.33 millimeters Mercury
to 3* 1 !- millimeters Mercury. The illuminating discharge was
operated above the critical current for striations (about
1200 milliamperes), esults of this phase of the wori
are examined in section k,
3.2,3 Absorption Technique
In fc e technique used by I.ischke , Schmidt one sees
a sound idea poorly applied. They arrange two PK tubes
(see fj re 17) on orthogonal axes, both tubes observing
the striated discharge, The signals from these HM tubes
are cancelled in a differential preamplifier. They then
JLrradiate the discharge along the axis of one of the III
tubes and observe whether or not the Jp3suiting imbalance
of PK tube signals is constant or nodulated. They ir-
radiate with a single wavelength selected by the monochro-
mator, If the imbalance were co stant this would indicate
that the passage of a striation had no effect on the rate
of absorption of radiation. If the imbalance were modulated,
its relative waveshape and phase relationship to the striation


















Fig. 1 7 Equipment Arrangement for the Absorption Technique
oi I ischke and Schmidt
3^

of population or a metastable level. Since the technique pro-
duced no conclusive results, they suggest an improved absorp-
tion techni ue which involves two matched monochromators
and PM tubes, The improved sche e, (see figure 18) appears
to be t e kind which will produce results but still requires
the additionaJ monochromator. I'ct having one and realizing
that construction of a second is, at best, a risky invest-
ment of rat :er limited tire, I chose to proceed differently.
Before embarking on my approach, a short time was
invested in re-performing the Cischke and Schmidt version.
Rather t .an a differential preamplifier, both PM tube signals
were displayed on the oscilloscope and placed in super-
position. The main discharge was then irradiated through
a narrow bandpass filter pealed for 810 millimicrons but wide
enough to pe . it the Gill A line to be transmitted. When
irradiating, the Pi; tube oriented along the direction of
radiation snowed a sizeable increase ij J-c Signal but no
significant differences in the ac components of the II.' tube
signals coul< be seen. Tie difficult.- was in the comparison
of the sco_ g traces since the trace displaying the radiation
had to be placed on a much less sensitive amplification
setting in order to Leep the trace o. the scope face. This
caused a concurrent decrease in the ac component, rendering
comparison of the two traces di ficult at best. Using the
ac only inputs to the scope did nothing to improve matters

















Fig. 18. Recommended Equipment
Arrangement for the Improved
Absorption Technique.

Comparisoj was again difficult because the light from the
irradiating bu.be is act a constant. It fluctuates naturally
a\cl, in addition} s ens 120 cycle modulation which sten.s either
from the anode power supply or the filament power supply.
Time did not permit further investigation or attempts to fil-
ter out unwanted components.
In t te absorption part ci1 the investigation the
equipments a: e arrayed as shewn in the figure 19. The
m< lochromatoi was adjusted to maximur transmission in the
fifth order oi diffraction for the fhll;h line first with an
Argon spectrum tube and finally with the light fro- the
irradiatin - be passed through the narrow bandpass filter.
After alignment nd adjustment were completed t e irradiating
tube was s ieided and the main discharge ignited. Observa-
tion w^ th the second F1-. tube indicated the existence of
moving striations. As was expected, the monochromator and
its detect'., PI tube- were unable to observe tie striation
waveform of the 8115A line because of the very low inten-
sity of the 1 in discharge (discharge currents here were
below 50 milliamperes and above 10 milliamperes. The
lower limit was selected to just prevent extinguishing the
main discharge by the irradiating tube). It was not until
the main discharge tube current reached nearly 150 milli-
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The actual experimental procedure at this point
was to observe the illuminating discharge, through t'ie rain
discharge, while the main discharge was extirguished and to
observe again when the main discharge was running. The second
PL tube signal w displayed throughout the observations.
This procedure was repeated for various main discharge
currents from ten to IOC milliamperes and pressures from
0.33 to 3. 1+ millimeters Mercury,
The results of this part of the experiment are
discussed in Section h,
3.2. *f Additional Amission Investigation
As shown in figure 20. there are several population
and depopulation sche.es. The inconclusive results of the
absorption and emission techniques could be interpreted in
two ways, viz. that tiere was insufficient illumination
froi. the illuminating discharge in the desired wavelengths
or that t:.e entire experimental philosoo iy s ffers fron son.e
undetected flaw. In an effort to establish one of these
possibilities, the noin discharge was irradiated as called
for in the e; ission technique but different wavelengths
were selected b;- the nonochromator for detection. Irradiat-
ing with the filter for the 8115A line permitted passage of
the 8lO*fA line as well beccuse of the bandpass of the filter.
Using this filter, a search was made for an increased emission
of the 935^A line by which the ^P;q level transitions to the
^'oi l eve ^ an<^ thence to the ground state. Using a filter
39
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I issing 80< 6A ; s well a searc wi s
ie I inc ssion cT t 8*fA lj .e, the 8^f2>A
11.-.: and l i ae all of which : It Lhl levels to
prpeeed via hS 1 s tc I e ground state. Finally with a




<- s arch was ace for an
inci s< t -. bhe 93^+A line w.iich permit
lat ' -, .' : ,;- levels respectively' to
! ;-3 levels and thence to the g: : :. . TV: tase of
b s .' :. sst carried oat at i di; c . r; a pressure
of 3. 1 ;- n'J I-.er< at c s ve 200 milliamperes«
: ..suits of thj of the investigation are discussed
in Section h,
3.3 Res Investii as
ission tec w< s at several
.:." as and at varici : v. lues c Use crre: t, i :
signifj : nt alt . 1 occu ?d ,r :
bhe i . discharge was alternately shiel'a.
'ii 0.1 pressure aj . ; discharge
cur ' a quoted in the description of the
issic b a nj
;
" w 'ruitful despite many attempts and
c*gon spectru tube to ensure that the
r.onoch: .. combination were operatiJ o-
perl; disc' r focussed on the entrance
slit. These same re _•. i apply Tor the additional invest i-
j .ion of level de;-c t e j \ ?s cl'
arc s and currents do not apply.
tf1

The r uch hoped-for results of the absorption
technique also did not materialize. A goodly portion of
the actual investigative effort was allotted to this phase
"because t.ie technique showed such promisee For reasons I
11 attempt to e n in Section k 9 the improved technique
fell snort of expectations.
L^

k, ANA ,YSIS A
;
As was su sted in section 3»2
r
If, e exists
1 c llumin tioj in lesj . wa el -_ his or
some flaw in t e 1 lilosophy. ,r s to resolve
q . ion tl: i .' ] ; ission .' ' esl . Lien was
conducte .
lor 's op' 1 ae ental
ilosc_
.
's sound and that t i radiatj Lsc simply
1 to produce sufdic: . 3 I - in the i \C
lengths. ..: 1 :' in : : ' ation
is an intense ce of 811 5 >n. Tl is ' ent
tried black bodies
.
- ' pi s to use a
.
. o nau : ppe; rs the e
iree of : . ;j at f It. s time it might
1
icve] ... iysir here it is "to review
zc. = ex eri :nce, private cc 3 tion to his
author,
. , w: t .at striations did not exist in
Neon buffe; cur; . onstrated ais very
well .. 1963. rents were relativ-




.re one to th: . c c is. 'he
:. of bhe buff w s about 5 millimeters Mercury.
(23)
.dot i Poulds and Do he ~ : st: i< tions
i unl red ] irci
.




conditions similai to Crawford ! s, Mischke and Schmidt are
among the many authors who have reported moving striations in
e nolle g< . discharges wherein the tube currents were
(22)
relatively small, Cooper and Oleson have reported on the
endence of striations upon tube cur] ent and have shown
_ it Tor a given pressure and tube radius there exists a curr-
ent above which striations do not exist « Finally, the work
(10)
of Hakeem and Robertson in the alkali vapors has, taken to-
et r with earlier work, led to the co elusion that stria-
tions could not exist unless the discharge atoms were poss-
essed of lew lying metastable levels.
It is well also to review the main points or the
(15)
Robertson theory. He suggesta that the p; oduct of the meta-
stable concentration and a quantity labelled F/ N must be
positive and large eno gh to offset diffusion and wall losses
in order for striations to exist. The quantity F is the
total ionization rate of the metastable atoms by electrons
and the quantity N is the concentration of electrons, Rob-
ertson dwells at J i on the differential part of the pro-
t but says little about the role of the metastable concen-
tration except to note that the concentration decreases with
increasing tube current.
This author chooses to interpret the experimental
results listed above against the background of the Robertson
theory as follows. In the pure kercury discharges of Moulds
and of Donohue and Dieke and in tie noble gas discharges of

llischke an Ldt it is likely that obe tson idea of
stable concentration by the pa: tial
wo Id give
.
cc 1 5 ens c
Lstence of striatic. s and, if data were available, might
] - - le c ct c ! Oleson's critical currents. In
1 • ord's buffered s it is possible that the mag-
F as unction of . ;/ ve been less than it
n in a ] di . • but there appears no
i.whj le partial derivative of F by II should not be as
sitive in one case as in the other. It would seen, then,
the of striations can be attributed to a low pop-
ulation of the rneta: able cu ; levels. h f s is a
ption is si the ; e 1; increased
sn ; o: collision o rwise long-lived metastable
levels in nn at exre: ienced :'
the f se.
(1 )
1 I j si irts es off t le lacl of
strii s at hig rents (hence hi 1 es cf N) by su g-
that - ..' notion of N rear: es a peek and then
d: ops off, render; : le partial dei ive of F by N a neg-
ative ntity* He does allow for the ] i 'ion in - table
cc ration i ri ej : does not attri-
;e any o Lion.
lack of resulta of this experiment,
l with . ci Trent through
e the emission of 81 1 5A photons was

rue. lower than cm ected. This I attribute to a low
cc nt] ti n of atoms in the :. stable condition* While
it
.
a been true- that F/ II in the illuminating dis-
charge wai n bive, thereby destroying striations, a lack of
oil fA photons c n only be attributed to a low population of
atoms in the metas table hrS^2 state
,
here is some evidence to indicate that a met as table
level, despite its Ion; lifetime, is not as preferentially
populated in a high current discharge as it mij it be -nder
(2k)
lower current conditions* As von Slngel has pointed out, i eta-
stable levels are not. in ;eneral, populated fron lower lying
(25)
states, .'he work of Kopfermann and Ladenburg in Neon indica-
tes that the : 1 tive populations of excited levels are dis-
tributed according to the Boltzmann factor with kl set at
the electron temperature of the discharge rather than at the
discharge thermometric temperature. This means that higher
levels are relatively more populated at the expense of the
rer levels. Also, the high current discharge requires a
on o
.
on atoms in the ionized state which
leaves a smaller fraction to be in excite" sates,
(5,6,9,21)
Several authors have reported on the effects
served while irradiating a discharge, No e has succeeded
in making single-wavelength irradiations of any significance
so that the effects to be expected of such a radiation tech-
nique are, at best, conjectural. It seems safe to say t at
irradiation which might depopulate a metastable level should
1+6

produce an incre eeo tube potential difference and., if we are
to ac jpt the 'obert t ory, some c ange in the striation
char Lcs. The tube potential was continually monito-
red di i
i
the experiment by a TCVM id a PI' tube observed
the discharge light emission characteristics. The author
did not note any significant differences in either the VTVM
readj no: ' it intensity - ofile of the striations
w en the ain discharge wee or was not irradiated by the high
current illr. ing discharge. This observation is consist-
ent with the notion that there was a low population density
of metastable states in the illuminatin£ discharge. The
author suggests that others working with illuminated dis-
(9)
charges did as Meissner and Miller and arranged the illumin-
ation to produce some maximum effect on the illuminated dis-
charge. That they did not mention striations in their illum-
inating es is explained by the smallness of the tube
.'. i which per:, its a low value of critical current for str-
iations and, of course, by their not using any time-resolving
suj . ent devices.
In the construction of and operation of the illum-
inating disc large tubes, consideration was given to the total
density c rgon atoms, to maximizing the macroscopic light
output to tten.pt ing to subdue striations. It appears
that prir e consideration must, instead, be given to maximizing
the- numbei of 811 '. photons.
h7

Additional work is required to devise suitable sour-
ces before any meaningful accomplish) ents will be made in
determining metastable populations. To this end, an examin-
ation of the ma nitude o.f 8115A light output should be under-
t ken with the prrpose or determining the discharge conditions
id tube configuration which will produce a maximum intensity
at the desired wavelength.
It is suggested that, at first, a single tube about
one meter long with side arm electrode assemblies be used
By selecting out th . C1 1 £A line with a monoc'iromator and EM
tube combination, intelligent intensity measurements can be
e. When the critical current region is reached, intensity
tents can be made in both the striated a^.d unstriated
sections of the positive column in an effort to determine the
effect of striations on the 81 1 5A intensity*,
fter suitable sources of radiation are constructed,
the p ocedure cf Mischke an-' Schmidt for emission studies and
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